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The Elephant and the Ark:
Cultural and Material Interchange across the
Mediterranean in the Eighth and Ninth Centuries

cross the medieval Mediterranean, luxury goods were exchanged as objects of trade,
as spoils of war, and as gifts.' For a cultural historian, the interest of exchange or export of goods lies less in the fact of the exchange itself than in why a particular artifact (or
type of artifact) was selected for export or import, pillage, or gift exchange and how that
object was redefined once it was in a new context. The complexities of trade, war, and
diplomacy give way to the ambiguities of socially constructed meaning, which is itself not
static: moving an object changes its meaning.
Sometimes the new meaning was calculated by the exporter. In 506 Cassiodorus ordered Boethius to take a water clock to the ruler of the Burgundians, and to show the Burgundians how it worked, so that, in Cassiodorus's words, "when they have turned from
their amazement, they will not dare to think themselves the equals of us, among whom, as
they know, sages have thought up such device^."^ In 757 the East Roman emperor Constantine V may have had similar hopes when he sent the Frankish king Pepin an organ,
along with Byzantines to show the Franks how to use it.Xater described by Notker as the
"most remarkable of organs ever possessed by musicians,"Qhe instrument-like the clock
sent by Cassiodorus to Burgundy-represented technology not available to its recipients,
and thus had the potential to demonstrate the superiority of the sender.

A

It is a pleasure to thank participants in the Symposium on Realities in the Medieval Mediterranean, and,
later, the Byzantine Seminar at Oxford, for their comments after this paper was delivered. I am grateful to the
anonymous readers for helpful comments; to Mayke de Jong, David Ganz, Rosamond McKitterick, and Jinty
Nelson for advice on Carolingian bibliography; and, as always, to Chris Wickham.
For overviews, see A. Cutler, "Gifts and Gift Exchange as Aspects of the Byzantine, Arab, and Related
Economies," DOP 55 (2001): 247-78; and M. McCormick, O ~ i g i n softhe Elnropean Economy, Com7nunications and
Conznzerce AD 300-900 (Cambridge, 2001).
k r i a e 1.45: MGH, A A 12 (Berlin, 1894); trans. S. Barnish, Cassiodorus, Thriae, Translated Texts for Historians 12 (Liverpool, 1992), 20-23; I thank Chris Wickham for the reference. Cassiodorus v~ouldhave appreciated the famous phrase of Marcel Mauss that gifts "are still followed around by their former owner":
M. Mauss, The Gift. Fornz and Reasonfor Exchange in Archaic Societies, trans. .I\ D. Halls (London, 1990), 66.
"ee J. Herrin, "Constantinople, Rome and the Franks in the Seventh and Eighth Centuries," in J. Shepard and S. Franklin, eds., Byzantine Diplomacy (Aldershot, 1992), 91-107.
Wotker, Gesta Caroli lkfagni I~nperatoris2.7: MGH, ScrifltRerGel-nl (Berlin, 1959); trans. L. Thorpe, Einlzal-d
and Notker the Stamnzet-el; Two Li7)es of Charlenzagne (Harmonds~vorth,1969), 143.
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Whatever the intention of the dispatcher, however, a new meaning is inevitably attached to the object by its receiver. In 802 the 'Abbasid caliph Harun al-Rashid sent Charlemagne (among other things) an elephant named Abu '1-'Abbas, which remained an exotic, and obviously foreign, marvel until he died in 8 10.j If Hartin reasoned as Cassiodorus
had, however, he was doomed to disappointment, for while the Franks were indeed delighted with the elephant, they underscored its importance with claims that Abu '1-'Ahbas
had been the caliph's only elephant, and interpreted its arrival as an expression of 'Abbasid
recognition of Carolingian tatu us.^ The elephant's value lay in its uniqueness, which the
court historian Einhard emphasized by the patently false assertion that Abu '1-'Abbas had
been as singular in Baghdad as he was in Aachen.
Reinterpretation m7asnot confined to recontextualized gifts. In 1049 the Byzantine
emperor Constantine IX Monomachos sent a chrysobull-in scroll form, and validated by
the imperial gold seal-to the German emperor Henry 111.' Constantine's chrysobull was
but one of many texts that we can document crossing the Mediterranean in the central
Middle Ages. A century earlier, for example, Constantine VII sent a letter written in gold
on blue-dyed parchment, valorized by his gold seal, to 'Abd al-Rahman 111, Umayyad caliph of S ~ a i nand
; ~ twenty years before that, Romanos I Lekapenos sent a bilingual pair of
letters to the 'Abbasid caliph al-Radi, with the Greek text written in gold, the Arabic in silver.Wonstantine IX's letter to Henry was not in itself unusual; but it is one of the very rare
examples of which we are told the subsequent history, and so can see precisely how the
move across the Mediterranean changed its meaning.
The chrysobull arrived in Germany in 1049. In 1050 Henry I11 sent it to the church of
Sts. Simon and Jude in Goslar, along with relics, liturgical containers, and a letter of his
own. Henry's letter (a garbled version of which is preserved) explained that the church
administrators were to melt down the golden seal and fashion it into a chalice, but to keep
the parchment scroll whole, and use it as an altar cloth.1° This is cultural appropriation
w~itha vengeance. If Henry's instructions were carried out, objects that were intended as
emblems of Byzantine authority were converted into something else entirely: an imperial
letter became a tablecloth, an emperor's seal was transformed into a vessel for liquids. Of
course, the relatively small amount of gold in a seal is not enough to make a chalice," but
"nilales Regizi Francoru~~zs.a.
802 and s.a. 810: MGH, ScriptRerGerm (Hannover, 1895); trans. B. \V. Scholz,
Ca)-olingiarz Chronicles (Ann Arbor, 1972), 82, 92.
Vita Caroli ~21ngni 16: MGH, ScriptRerGerm 25 (Hannover, 1911); F! E. Dutton, Charlernag~ze's
"inhard,
Courtier: The Corizplete Einlzard (Peterborough, Ont., 1998), 26.
Chronicon sai7ctorum Simo~ziset Iudae Goslal-iense: MGH, DlChron 2 (Hannover, 1877),605. For discussion, see
I! Buc, "Conversion of Objects," Viator 28 (1997): 99-143, at 100, with earlier bibliography to which should be
added 0.Kresten, "Correctiunculae zu Auslandsschreiben byzantinischen Kaiser des 11.Jahrhunderts," in M.
Pippal, R. Preimesberger, F. Miitherich, and A. Rosenauer, eds., Festchrft fur Hei-mann Fillitz zzim 7 0 . Gebztrtstag
(= Aachelzer Ku17,stblutter60) (Cologne, 1994), 143-58. I thank Peter Schreiner for the latter reference.
As recorded by Ibn 'Idhari and al-Maqqari: discussion, trans., and bibliography in A. Vasiliev, Byzance et lrs
arabes 2.2: Exti-aits des sources umbes, trans. M . Canard (Brussels, 1950), 218-19, 276-81; F! Soucek, "Byzantium
and the Islamic East," in H. Evans and il! TIJixonl,The G l o v of Bjzantiu~n.Art and ~~~~~~~~e of the Middle Byzantine
Elm, AD 843-1261 (New York, 1997), 408-9.
"4s recorded by Ibn al-Zubayr: discussion, trans., and bibliography in 0 . Grabar, "The Shared Culture of
frorrz 829 to 1204 (T'l~ashington,D.C., 1997), 115-30, at 117Objects," in H . Maguire, ed., Byzantine Court Cz~lture
21.
"' See note 7 above.
l 1 This has suggested to at least one scholar that the letter has been corrupted beyond recovery: Kresten,
"Correctiunculae zu Auslandsschreiben byzantinischen Kaiser."
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Henry's point was political: it expressed the Salian appropriation of Byzantine imperial
symbols.
The meaning of the chrysobull changed. As sent, it promoted the imperial authority of
the Byzantines; as manipulated, it visualized the greater power of the Salian emperor.12
Something produced as a unique, high-status object, beyond price, was treated as convertible.13 The conversion demonstrated-or was meant to demonstrate, if only to himself-Henry's control over Byzantine products, a metaphor for his superiority.
In both forms, the chrysobull was a commanding imperial statement, and it remained
part of the parlance of court culture. But the messages conveyed by the chrysobull as sent
and the chrysobull as forwarded were diametrically opposed: its form, function, and
meaning started by serving the Byzantines and ended by promoting the Salians. Henry
treated Constantine's chrysobull as an alien object and culturally redefined it.lVew such
blatant examples of cultural redefinition remain visible to us.
Recent scholarship has promoted the idea of an international court culture, with
shared values, that appreciated the portability of 6lite objects and the variable and fluid
interpretations that such portable objects could be expected to carry." Luxury silks and
expensive metalwork-the media usually cited in this context-fit the model neatly, but
the fate of Constantine's chrysobull (like the reinterpretation ofAbu '1-'Abb2s the elephant)
suggests the exercise of caution. The need for circumspection is underscored when we
turn to the materialization of cultural exchange, for culturally conditioned reactions to the
same phenomenon could result in diametrically opposed material responses. This is particularly clear in the late eighth and ninth centuries.
The years between ca. 750 and ca. 850 saw considerable mobility and cultural interaction across the Mediterranean.'Theodulf, from 79718 bishop of Orleans and abbot of
Fleury (St. Benoit-sur-Loire), moved from Visigothic Spain to Francia in the 780s." The
future patriarch Methodios (843-847) moved from Sicily to Constantinople to Rome and
then finally back to Constantinople.'%mbassies traveled back and forth with great regularity between Aachen, Constantinople, Jerusalem, and Damascus or Baghdad;lg pilgrimage continued to the Holy Land, North Africa, and into the Sinai penin~ula.'~)
Cross"

So Buc, "Conversion of Objects," 100.

" The chrysobull's new liturgical associations may have implicitly honored it (as suggested to me by Cather-

ine Holmes, whom I thank for discussion of this point), but Constantine did not intend this use: the function
was determined by Henry and required the destruction of the seal and the silencing of the letter.
I* See, e.g., 1. Kopytoff, "The Cultural Biography of Things: Cornmoditization as Process," in A. Appaduirz Cultural Pe~spective(Cambridge, 1986), 64-91, esp. 67.
rai, ed., The Social L f e of Things: Con~~nodities
Ii See, e.g., R. Cormack, "But Is It Art?" in J. Shepard and S. Franklin, eds., Byzalztine Diplorr~acy(London,
1992), 218-36; E. R. Hoffman, "Pathways and Portability: Islamic and Christian Interchange from the Tenth
to the Twelfth Century" Art History 24.1 (2001): 17-50.
l" See McCormick, Origins, 123-277.
l 7 A. Freeman, "Carolingian Orthodoxy and the Fate of the Libri Caroli~~i,"
Viator 16 (1983): 65-108; A. Freeman and l? Meyvaert, "The Meaning of Theodulf's Apse Mosaic at Germigny-des-PrCs," Gesta 40.2 (2001):
125-39.
' W D B 2: 1355.
l g McCormick, Origins, 138-47, 175-8 1, 254-61 ; El Magdalino, "The Road to Baghdad in the ThoughtIVorld of Ninth-Century Byrantiurn," in L. Brubaker, ed., Bjza~ztzuinin the Ninth Century: Dead or Alive? (Aldershot, 1998), 193-213; T Lounghis, Les ambassades byantines en Occident depuis La fondation des itats barbai-es
jusqu'aux croicudes, 407-1 096 (,4thens, 1980).
'O McCormick, Origins, 129-38, 197-210; L. Brubaker and J. Haldon, Byza?ztiurnin the Iconoclast Era (ca. 680850): The Sources, Birmingham Byzantine and Ottoman Monographs 7 (Aldershot, 2001), 57-60,
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cultural interest was high, but misunderstandings were constant and sometimes developed into hostility." Pope Leo 111's letter to Charlemagne reporting on rumors of an attempted usurpation of the Byzantine throne by thepatrzkios Constantine-rumors that the
pope knew were untrue, as he told Charlemagne-demonstrates that even false reports
about the Byzantines were interesting in the West, but also how easily misunderstandings
could arise and be circulated." One of the classic misinterpretations involved this same triangle of the pope, the Carolingians, and the Byzantines, and was focused on the Frankish
understanding of the Second Council of Nicaea in 787, convened by Empress Eirene, her
young son Constantine VI, and Patriarch Tarasios to reinstate the veneration of sacred
portraits. As is well known, when the Greek version of the Acts of Nicaea I1 reached Rome,
it was so poorly translated into Latin that it contradicted the actual Byzantine position,
most blatantly by translating the Greek proshq'nesis (veneration) with the Latin adoratio
(adoration) so that it appeared that the Orthodox church ad as espousing idolatry. This
Latin version was sent to the Frankish court, and sufficiently perturbed Charlemagne that
he commissioned the Visigothic kmigrk Theodulf to write a response demonstrating why
the Byzantine position was incorrect. To this end, Theodulf wrote the Opus Caroli Regis contra Sq'nodum (the Libri Carolini) between 791 and 793, after which the Carolingians apparently discovered that the translation they had used was faulty and, more important still,
that Pope Hadrian I had endorsed Nicaea 11. Charlemagne prudently decided to archive
the Opus Car01i.~~
Beyond its demonstration of the potential complexities of international dialogue, this
particular episode had a material consequence that feeds directly into our understanding
of the dynamics of cultural exchange. One of the passages of the Acts of the 787 council
that struck a chord with Theodulf also resonated with the Byzantines, and their distinct
responses exemplify how the same concept could be visualized to radically different effect
in the Byzantine East and the Latin West. The passage reconciled the second commandment, which forbade the creation of "graven images," with God's order to Moses to decorate the tabernacle, recorded in Exodus 25: 18-20. It reads:
Thou shalt not make for thyself an idol. . . . However, when his faithful servant Moses was
making the tabernacle . . . under the commandment of God, he, in order to show that
everything is to the service of God, made perceptible cherubim in the form of men-antitypes of the spiritual ones. These cherubim were to overshadow the seat of expiation, a
seat which was an antecedent type of Christ; for, as the divine apostle [John] says, He is the
expiation for our sins. Therefore, he introduced them to the knowledge of God through
two actions: by saying "Thou shalt bow down to God and Him only shalt thou worship,"
and by having made cherubim of molten gold which u7ereovershadowing the seat of expiation, that is, bowing to Him. He led them up "to bow down to God the Lord and Him
only to worship" by both sight and hearing.'"

" See M. T Fogen, "Reanimation of Roman Law in the Ninth Century: Remarks on Reasons and Results,"
and C. J. IVickham, "Ninth-Century Byzantium through \Vestern Eyes," both in Brubaker, ed., Bjzantium i n
the ,%nth C e n t u q (as a b o ~ enote
,
19), 11-22 and 245-56.
" MGH, Ep 5 (Berlin, 1899), 99-100; discussion in IVickham, "Byzantium through ll'estern Eyes," 245-46.
'W. Ganz, "Theology and the Organisation of Thought," in R. McKitterick, ed., ATew Canzbridge ~Wedieual
Historj (Cambridge, 1993), 2:773-75; Freeman, "Carolingian Orthodoxy"; Freeman and Meyvaert, "Theodulf's Apse Mosaic."
24 Mansi 13, 285 A-B; trans. from D. J. Sahas, Icon and Logos. Sozirces in Eighth-Century Iconoclasm (Toronto,
1986), 110.
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Byzantine authors of the eighth and ninth centuries returned again and again to this
same selection from Exodus because they saw it as proof that, while the second commandment of Moses-"thou shalt not create graven imagesM-forbade idols, God had approved, and ordered the production of, religious images for worship. The argument had
emerged as part of the Christian defense of images directed against the Jews,25and during the iconoclast debates (ca. 730-843) became the central proof text used by the iconophiles to demonstrate that the iconoclasts w7erewrong. Virtually every iconophile defense
of images includes this argument. John of Damascus, writing around 750, provides a colorful example: "On the one hand you say, 'You shall not make for yourself a graven image,
or any likeness' and yet you yourself have cherubim woven on the veil and two cherubim
fashioned of pure gold. But listen to what the ansm7erof God's servant Moses might be: ' 0
blind and stupid people, listen to the force of these words, and guard your souls carefully.
Yes, I said that . . . you should not make for yourselves molten gods [idols]. . . . I did not
say, You shall not make images of cherubim'. . . . See ho~7the purpose of scripture is made
clear to those who search for it intelligently."26To the Byzantines, the Old Testament narrative that described God's command to produce and decorate the ark and the tabernacle
was the ultimate defense of Christian imagery.
In the Opus Cal-oliRegis, Theodulf argued against this interpretation. He reasoned that
the ark could not be used to justify religious images because God commanded Moses to
have it made, and it thus differed fundamentally from human c~mmissions.~'
Against the
Orthodox belief that the ark supplied a rationale for Christian representation, Theodulf
instead saw the ark as a pale Old Testament prefiguration, nom7surpassed by the realities
of the
A decade later, Theodulf expressed his views in visual form by placing an image of the ark of the covenant in the mosaic above the altar in his oratory at Germigny-desPrCs (Fig. l ) . ' T h e cherubim gesture toward an empty ark and, below that, the altar itself;
and the hand of God in the center of the composition carries the stigmata of the risen
Christ. Here the reality of the New Testament has replaced the symbolism of the Old; the
future promised in the Old Testament, once prefigured by the contents of the now-empty
ark, has been fulfilled by Christ, present at the altar in the form of the e u ~ h a r i s t . " ~
The Byzantine visual response was quite different, as demonstrated by a miniature in
the mid-ninth-century marginal psalter on Mount Athos, Pantokrator 6 1 (Fig. 2). Here the
j
' S. Dufrenne, "Une illustration 'historique' inconnue du psautier du Mont-Athos, Pantokrator 61," CahArch
13 (1965): 89; and esp. K. Corrigan, fisz~alPolemics in the ~Vinth-CenturyBjzantine Psalte~s(Cambridge, 1992),
34-35.
'"gainst Those Who Attack Holy Images 2.9 (= 3.9): ed. B. Kotter, Die Sch~iftendes Jolzannes uon Dnv~a.skos,vol.
3, Contra Imagin~cmCalumniatores Omtiones tws (Berlin, 1975), 96-97; trans. from D. Anderson, St. John of Dnnzascu.~,0 7 2 the Divine Inzages, Three Apologies against Those Who Attack the Divine Images (Crestwood, N.Y., 1980),
56-55.
" MGH, Conc 2, supp. 1 (Hannover, 1998), 173; trans. and discussion in Freeman and Meyvaert, "Theodulf's Apse Mosaic," 127.
See esp. MGH, Conc 2, supp. 1, 193; trans. and discussion in Freeman and Meyvaert, "Theodulf's Apse
Mosaic," 131.
2Y The extensive bibliography on this image is summarized and cited in Freeman and Meyvaert, "Theodulf's Apse Mosaic."
" For development of this interpretation, see Freeman and Meyvaert, "Theodulf's Apse Mosaic," 125-39.
The concept of the eucharist as an image of Christ was also familiar in Byzantiuin (see, e.g., S. Gero, "The ELIcharistic Doctrine of the Byzantine Iconoclasts and Its Sources," BZ 68 [1973]: 4-22), though it was not visualized in this way.
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miniaturist painted a gold tabernacle, surmounted by two gold cherubim that cant inward
toward each other, within a blue-curtained court." The tabernacle image accompanies
Psalm 113:12-13, which reads: "The idols of the nations are silver and gold; the workmanship of men's hands. They have a mouth but cannot speak; they have eyes but they
cannot see; they have ears but they cannot hear; they have noses but they cannot smell;
they have hands but they cannot handle; they have feet but they cannot walk; they cannot
speak through their throat. Let those that make them become like them, and all who trust
in them." These verses were cited by the iconoclasts as a biblical witness against religious
images, but, as Suzy Dufi-enne has shown, the miniature attacks this i n t e r ~ r e t a t i o n . ~ ~
Three figures stand below the tabernacle and text: the iconoclast patriarch John the
Grammarian, the psalmist David, and Beseleel, the artisan commanded by God to construct the tabernacle (Exodus 3 1:1-1 1).John represents the iconoclast reading of the adjacent psalm text as a rejection of religious images. The miniaturist, howevei-, has shown
David, the author and most authoritative interpreter of the psalms, turning away from
John in refutation of such iconoclast thinking." David turns instead toward Beseleel:
through visual antithesis, the miniaturist reminded the viewer that God commanded the
veneration of certain material manifestations of sanctity, the products of human hands. We
are led to understand Psalm 113 as a condemnation of idols, not of all religious images.34
A less sophisticated, but in some ways more interesting, Byzantine reaction appears in
the ninth-century Christian Topography now in the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana (gr. 699).33
This is a large (332 x 3371342 mm), deluxe book that was clearly expensive to produce and
was almost certainly made in Constantinople." Yet, in his Bibliotheke, written in the capital
at about the same time as the manuscript was made, Photios condemned the text as "vulgar," "implausible," and "absurd."" A sequence of five miniatures of the tabernacle and its
accoutrements (Fig. 3) illustrated the central chapter of the volume and offer one justification for its sumptuous production."The Topogl-@lzj is the only nonbiblical Byzantine
text to concentrate so extensively on the tabernacle; it is the only Byzantine text with
miniatures devoted to single-minded representations of the tabernacle and its related
of the ark and of the tabernacle in iconophile rhetoric
p a r a ~ h e r n a l i a . ~ T hsignificance
e
suggests that the opportunity to depict them, in all of their manifestations, overrode the
basic incompatibility of the Topogmphj text itself with ninth-century thought. The virtually
square format of the manuscript buttresses this suggestion. Julien Leroy calculated that

" For more on the relationship between the psalter and Topography images, see Dufrenne, "Une illustration
inconnue," and Corrigan, Visual Pole~nics,23.
"'Dufrenne, "Une illustration inconnue," esp. 86; see too Corrigan, Visual Polenzics, 33-35.
"" Miniatures that visualize dispute in this way and thereby sanction a particular interpretation of a psalm
passage, are common in the marginal psalters: see Corrigan, Visual Polemics, esp. 11 1-13.
" Dufrenne, "Une illustration inconnue"; followed by Corrigan, Visual Polerrzic.r, 33-35.
" C. Stornajolo, Le miniature drlla Topograja Cristiana di Cos~naIndicopleziste. Codice uaticano greco 699, Codices
e \Taticanis selecti 10 (Milan, 1908).
" See L. Brubaker, Vision and Meaning in A\Tinth-Centu~Byzantilcvl. Image as Exegesis in the Homilies of G w g o q
ofl\Tazianzz*s, Cambridge Studies in Palaeography and Codicology 6 (Cambridge, 1999), 26.
"'Codex 36: ed. R. Henry, Photius, Bibliothique (Paris, 1939), 1:21-22.
38 Four survive: Vat. gr. 699, fols. 46v (Fig. 3), 48r (tabernacle with cherubim), 49r (curtains), 108v (tabernacle precinct).
3 T h e Octateuchs contain a sequence of virtually identical images, but these were copied from the Topography: L. Brubaker, "The Tabernacle Miniatures of the Byzantine Octateuchs," in Actes d z ~X E Congres Internatio~zald ' ~ t u d e Bjzu~ztines,
s
vol. 2, AT-tet a?-chCologie (Athens, 1981), 73-92.
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1 Germigny-des-PrCs, oratory of Theodulf, apse mosaic (photo: author)

2 Mount Athos, Pantokrator 61 (psalter), fol. 165r (photo: after S. Pelekanides et al., The Treasures of Mount
Athos. Illuminated Manuscripts, vol. 3 [Athens, 19791)
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3 Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica, gr. 699 (Christian Topography), fol. 46v (photo: Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana)

-..

4 Paris, Biblioth2que Nationale, gr. 43'7 (pseudo-Dionysiosthe Areopagite), fol. 98r (photo:
Paris, Biblioth2que Nationale de France)

5 Paris, Bibliothcque Nationale, gr. 510 (Gregory of Nazianzos), fol. 319v (photo: Paris,
Bibliothcque Nationale de France)

6 Vienna, Nationalbibliothek, med. gr. 1 (Dioskourides),fol. 10v (photo: Vienna, Nationalbibliothek)

8 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, gr. 510 (Gregory of Nazianzos), fol. 86r (photo: Paris, Bibliotheque
Nationale de France)
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9 Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica, gr. 1666 (Gregory the Great), fol. 136v (photo: Biblioteca Apostolica
Vaticana)

10 Silk panel, Nativity (Volbach T104) (photo: Vatican City, Museo Sacra)
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11 Silk panel, "Samson" (DO 34.1) (photo: Washington, D.C., Dumbarton Oaks)

12 Silk panel, "Sasanian" hunters (photo: Cologne, Diozesanmuseum)

13 Silk panel, Charioteer (photo: Aachen, Munster Treasury)

14 Silk panel, Dioskouroi (drawing) (photo: after D. Buckton, ed., Bymntium. Treasures of Byzantine Art and

Culturefrom British Collections [London, 19941)
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the proportion of height to width of a representative sampling of eighth- and ninthcentury Greek books ranged from 1.33 to 1.55, as opposed to 1.03 for the Vatican Topographq', a ratio more characteristic of late antiquity than of the ninth centurp40The Vatican
manuscript presents an expanded version of a sixth-century text, and it is possible that its
creators followed the format of the book they were adapting." The difference between old
and new texts was, however, an important concern in the eighth and ninth centuries, a period that also produced manuscripts designed to look ancient.12 In such a milieu, the
square layout of the Vatican Topography is best understood as a conscious retention of an
archaic format. It indicated that the miniatures of the Clz.i.istian 'ropographq' recorded the
past: some of the ideas contained in the book might no longer be accepted, but the ark and
the tabernacle, with their cherubim commissioned by God, were sanctioned by tradition.
The Topography miniatures u7eremeant to be seen as a record of the past, and that aspect
of the past represented by the ark and tabernacle validated the present-and its use of sacred images-in ninth-century Byzantium.
The understanding and visualization of the ark of the covenant developed by Theodulf and the Byzantines in response to exactly the same passage-Exodus interpreted by
the Acts of the 787 Council of Nicaea-could hardly be more divergent. For both, the ark
represented the past, but for Theodulf it was an outmoded relic that had been superseded
by the advent of Christ, whereas for the Byzantines it was a representative of venerable tradition that authorized the present. To Theodulf, as indeed most western authors, it was
necessary to "disregard what is visible so that we may contemplate what is invisible"; he believed that "we do not seek truth through images and paintings; we who attain to that truth
which is Christ do so through faith, hope and charity."l3 This sentiment would have
sounded familiar to Byzantine iconoclasts," but the Orthodox belief, expressed by Theodulf's contemporaries John of Damascus, Patriarch Nikephoros, and Theodore of Stoudios, among others, was different.4"'We are led to the perception of God and his majesty
by visible images," John wrote, for "it is impossible for us to think immaterial things unless
we can envision analogous shapes."16 The distinct attitudes toward material reality revealed in the words written by both sides are mirrored in their practical applications.
Theodulf's apse mosaic is about material absence: the ark of the covenant is empty, and
Christ is unseen except for his wounded hand. The Pantokrator psalter and the Christian
J. Leroy, "Note codicologique sur le Vat. gr. 699," CahArch 23 (1974): 73-74.
See N7. Wolska, La Topographie chrktienne de Cosnzas Indicopleustes. Thiologie et science au VIe sidcle, Bibliothi.que byzantine, ~ t u d e s3 (Paris, 1962); and I+'.IVolska-Conus, ed., Coslnas I~tdicopleustds,Topographie chritienne, 3 vols., SC 141 (Paris, 1968), 159 (Paris, 1970), 197 (Paris, 1973).
42 See, e.g., E van den Ven, "La patristique et l'hagiographie au concile de NicCe en 787," Byztrntion 25-27
(1955-57): 325-62; G. Bardy, "Faux et fraudes littkraires dans l'antiquitk chrCtienne," RHE 32 (1936): 29091; L. Brubaker, "Byzantine Art in the Ninth Century: Theory, Practice, and Culture," BMGS 13 (1989): 5253.
4 W G H , Conc 2, supp. 1, 175 and 193; trans. and discussion in Freeman and Meyvaert, "Theodulf's Apse
Mosaic," 127 and 131. For Theodulf, see further A. Freeman, "Scripture and Images in the Libri Carolini:' in
Esto e i~nmaginenell'alto ~nedioevo,Settimane 41 (Spoleto, 1994): 163-88.
44 See esp. M. V. Anastos, "The Ethical Theory of Images Formulated by the Iconoclasts in 754 and 815,"
DOP 8 (1954): 151-60.
I5
K. Parry, "Theodore Studites and the Patriarch Nicephoros on Image-Making as a Christian Imperative,"
Byantion 59 (1989): 164-83.
" Against Those Who Attack Holy I~~zages
1.30-3 1 (= 2.26-27) and 3.2 1: ed. Kottel; Schriften, 3: 144-45, 128;
trans. with modifications from Anderson,,John of Dan~ascus,34-35, 76.
O'
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Topog~aphyare about material presence: the visual narrative encompasses the ark, its accoutrements, and the people whose thoughts and beliefs are invested in it.
These intrinsically different attitudes toward imagery form a package with diametrically opposed written and visual responses to the same passage from Exodus, a fundamental component of the Old Testament cultural framework of Christianity East and
West. Whatever shared court values floated on the surface of 6lite cultural interaction with
the visual, they did not run deep.
The Acts of the Council of 787 that inspired such different reactions to Exodus in the
Latin West and the Greek East exemplify the ambivalent impact of texts traveling across
the medieval Mediterranean. Like Constantine IX's eleventh-century chrysobull, the varying responses to the eighth-century Acts suggest that the transmission of texts raises particular issues of cultural exchange: texts are often more fraught than most other klite
products of exchange because language barriers made them incomprehensible outside of
a restricted environment. Hence books were normally involved in relatively local exchange
networks for the obvious reasons that language and (for service books) liturgical practice
were regional rather than international. There was nonetheless still some traffic in books
across the Mediterranean in the eighth and ninth centuries. Some traveled as the spoils of
war: most notably, the 'Abbasid caliph Harun al-Rashid took Greek manuscripts as booty
when he captured Arnorium and Ankara in the 790s." Others were purchased, or went as
gifts. Books came into Constantinople, as we shall see, but written documentation for text
transfer favors other export channels. To give three examples: books, icons, and silks were
carried from Rome to England by Benedict Biscop; gospel books went to Rome from Constantinople in 824,855, and 85718 as gifts from the Byzantine emperors Michael I1 and I11
to Popes Paschal I, Leo IV, and Benedict 111; and, in the 830s, books went from Constantinople to Baghdad, gifts from Emperor Theophilos to the caliph al-Ma'm~n."~
The cultural impact of books given at this level is not always easy to determine, and,
when we can trace it at all, the results are often unexpected. They inevitably reveal the
complexities and ambiguities of cross-cultural interchange; and, rather than highlighting
shared values of klite court interaction, the exchange of books elicited inconsistent and
random responses. The copy of pseudo-Dionysios the Areopagite (Paris, Bibl. Nationale,
gr. 437) sent in 827 (along with ten pieces of silk) from Constantinople by the Byzantine
emperor Michael I1 as a gift to Louis the Pious provides a well-known e ~ a m p l e . ~ T volhe
ume can only have been valued as an erudite text, for there is little decoration (Fig. 4). It
was nonetheless a carefully chosen gift, for Louis and his advisor Hilduin believed that
?' See L. Goodman, "The Translation of Greek Materials into Arabic," in M. J. L. \'oung, J. D. Latham, and
R. B. Serjeant, eds., Religion, Leal-ning and Scie~zcein the Abbasid Period (Cambridge, 1990),477-95, at 482.
48 For Biscop, see Bede, Historia nbbatum 9.1.373: ed. C . Plummer, Wnel-abilisBaedae Historin ecclesiastica gentis
Anglomnz, vol. 1 (Oxford, 1896),364-87. For hooks sent to the popes, see G. Haendler, "Der byzantinische Bilderstreit und das hbendland 813-828," in H. Kopstein and F. 'IVinckelmann, eds., Studien zum 8. und 9.Jahrhundert
in Ejzanz (Berlin, 1983), 159-62; and the Liber Pontlfiralis: ed. L. Duchesne, Le Liber Pontlficalis: Texte, introduction
et ro~nmentai~z
(Paris, 1955),2: 147; trans. R. Davis, The Lives oftke LVinth-Century Popes (Liber Pont$calisj, Translated
Texts for Historians 20 (Liverpool, 1995), 186 (to Benedict 111).For books sent to al-hfa'mnn, see Goodman, "The
Translation ofGreek Materials into Arabic," 482-85; D. Gutas, Grsek Thought, Ambic Culture (London, 1998),77-103.
49 H. Omont, "Manuscrit des oeuvres de S. Denys l',k6opagite envoy6 de Constantinople i Louis le DCbonnaire en 827," R E G 17 (1904): 230-36; L. Perria, "Palaeographica, I: I n margine alla tradizione manoscritta
dello Pseudo-Dionigi I'Areopagita; 11: Minuscole librarie fra IX e X secolo," R S E N n.s. 37 (2000):43-72.
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Dionysios was the patron saint of the imperial monastery of St. Denis, where Hilduin was
abbot. Its arrival set off a chain of reactions. Three generations of Carolingian churchmen-Hilduin, John Scottus thirty years later, and Anastasius Bibliothecarius in 875translated the work into Latin: each belittled previous scholarship and used the translation as a springboard to promote his own intellectual superiority.jOUnderstanding Greek
was, in this instance, an important signal of status, and the imported works of pseudoDionysios allowed that status to be displayed. The manuscript itself, however, had no discernible impact on Carolingian book production. In that arena, the chain of influence in
fact runs the opposite direction, from M7estto East.
Charlemagne's elephant, Constantine's chrysobull, Theodulf's ark, and Louis' pseudoDionysios expose the ambiguities and reinterpretations inherent in cultural exchange.
When we can trace the direct impact of an import on local material production, these tensions do not disappear: the adaptations continue to envelop the import within the preoccupations of the receivers. The integration of imported techniques or formulae into local
work nonetheless shows that cultural exchange had an impact not only on ideology but
also on practice. One example is book ornament.
The pseudo-Dionysios manuscript may be used to exemplify the characteristic early
ninth-century Byzantine manuscript. As already noted, its ornament is restricted. Crosses
that accompany chapter headings are drawn in red ink; there are some rudimentary ink
division bars, a scattering of enlarged initials, in red or brown ink, and a handful of letters-always in the bottom line of text-with elongated base serifs (Fig. 4). The great majority of ninth-century Byzantine books follow this minimalist model, both those written
in majuscule and those using the new, faster, and cheaper minuscule." Three manuscripts
from the Stoudite monasteries dated by colophon across the ninth century-the Uspenskij Gospel of 835, the Moscow Basil of 880, and the Glasgow Basil of 899-exemplify this
tendency: all follow the pattern established by the Paris pseudo-Dionysio~.~~
When ornament appears in ninth-century Greek books, it is a significant indicator of
the impact of trans-Mediterranean exchange. Despite the lack of elaborate decoration in
most ninth-century Byzantine manuscripts, we can trace the effects of this exchange in a
handful of notable exceptions, two of them particularly relevant to this discussion. One is
the famous manuscript of the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos in Paris (Bibl. Nationale,
gr. 510), which was written and decorated in Constantinople between 879 and 882, and
which has more than sixteen hundred painted or gilded initials (an average of two per
side), along with headpieces and full-page miniatures (Fig. 5)." The decorated initials
j0

For details, see Wickham, "Byzantium through Western Eyes," 248-49.

" See L. Brubaker, "Greek Manuscript Decoration in the Ninth and Tenth Centuries: Rethinking Centre
and Periphery," in G. Prato, ed., I manoscrittigreci tra r$essione e dibattito, Atti del V Colloquio Internazionale di
Paleografia Greca (Florence, 2000), 2:513-33.
Petropol. gi-. 219 (apparently the oldest dated minuscule manuscript); Moscow, GIM 117; Glasgow,
University Library, Hunter.V.3.5: see B. FonkiC, "Scriptoria bizantini. Risultati e prospettive della ricerca,"
RSl3Nn.s. 17-19 (1980-82): 73-1 16, at 84-85; N. Kavrus, "Studijskij skriptorij v IX \: (po materialam rukopisej
44 (1983): 98-1 11, at 99-104; L. Perria, "Scrittura e ornamentazione nei manoRloskvy i Leningrada," Vizl/~-e~~z
scritti di originie studita," BollGmtt n.s. 47 (1993): 245-60, at 248-53.
.
"
j
Brubaker, "The Introduction of Painted Initials in Byzantium," Scriptol-iurn 45 (1991): 22-46. Since that
article was written, I have had the opportunity to examine the Paris Gregory in detail, and would like to thank
Dr. Christian Forstel, curator of Greek manuscripts at the Biblioth6que Nationale de France, for his generosity and many kindnesses.
j2
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were a direct response to western imports, and provide real visual evidence of the impact
of the exchange of 6lite products, in this case illuminated books, across the Mediterranean.j4
Earlier Byzantine manuscripts had, as seen in the pseudo-Dionysios, enlarged initials
and, occasionally, very limited decoration, always in the ink of the text. The upsilon in the
lower line of text on fol. 10v of the Dioskourides in Vienna (Nationalbibliothek, med. gr.
1) of ca. 5 12 (Fig. 6) is the most elaborately decorated letter preserved in a Greek manuscript before the ninth century."The radical departure represented by the Paris Gregory
requires explanation, and three factors argue that western imports are responsible for the
change. First, decorated and painted initial letters appear in Latin manuscripts virtually
without a break from late antiquity onward. When the "official" language of the East Roman Empire switched fi-om Latin to Greek in the sixth century, initials continued in Latin
books produced in the western half of the empire, and their use increased over time; but
they failed to appear in Greek books until the ninth century. Only then, apparently, did
western illuminators spur eastern imitators.
Second, the location of the painted initials in the Paris Gregory follows Latin practice.
When enlarged letters appeared in Greek texts, they were virtually always placed at the
beginning of a naturally occurring line of text. Hence, to signal the start of a significant
passage the scribe enlarged the first letter of the next line of text, which could fall anywhere in the sentence. This is not how it works in the Paris Gregory where, with only rare
exceptions, the first letter of the passage to be signaled is enlarged and painted, and the
passage itself begins a new line of text so that the enlarged initial can expand into the margin of the page. The significant passage begins flush with the left margin, leaving empty
space at the end of the previous line (Fig. 7).j6 This is the way we write, but it is not how
previous or later Byzantine scribes organized their texts: the Paris Gregory is almost
unique among Greek books in using this system. The Gregory illuminators did not, however, invent the formula; they borrowed it from Latin manuscripts, where it had a long
history.
The third factor that argues for western impact is the selection of motifs attached to
the painted letters. Some of these were straightforward, ninth-century Constantinopolitan favorites; others u7erelong-lived motifs that can be traced from late antiquity, or earlier, straight through to the ninth century (though not in the medium of manuscript illumination)."' Others, however, are new to Byzantium, but appeared earlier in the West.
There are, for example, twenty-one fish-shaped omicrons in the Paris Gregory (Fig. 8), and
they have many precedents in sixth- and seventh-century manuscripts produced in the
West, especially in Italy.5"imilarly, the epsilon with its crossbar formed of a blessing hand
""or similar arguments about cloisonne enamel, see D. Buckton, "Byzantine Enamel and the IVest," in J .
Howard-Johnston, ed., Bjzantiu~ncr~zu't h J~fist ca. 850-ca. 1200, Byinntiniscke F o n c h u ~ z g ~13
n (1988): 235-44;
idem, "Enamels" [in Early Christian & Byzantine Art], Dictionai.~ofA1-t (London, 1996), 9:659-63.
" C. Nordenfalk, Die spatantike ZierD~ich.stabe?z(Stockholm, 1970), pls. 29-31; Brubaker, "Introduction of
Painted Initials," 22-23.
" Occasionally, and only toviard the end of the manuscript, small painted initials actually appear within a
line of text. This exceptional practice underscores the idiosyncrasy of the Paris initials.
"'Brubaker, "Introduction of Painted Initials," 28-36.
" Ibid., 38-39.
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first appears in Paris. gr. 5 10, but E's with hand crossbars appeared in Latin manuscripts
from the seventh century onward.jy
Practice, usage, and form argue that the initials in the Paris Gregory follow western
precedents. In this context, it is significant that the earliest book written in Greek with
painted initials is not "Byzantine" at all, but was produced in Rome in the year 800. This
manuscript, a Greek translation of the Dialogues of Pope Gregory the Great (Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana, gr. 1666), was clearly directly inspired by western manuscript illumination-the interlace forms and animal-head terminals (Fig. 9) find particularly close parallels in Lombard and Merovingian books-and shows how Latin decorated initials could
be translated into Greek letters."' Italy, with its strong Greek and Latin cultural components, was the obvious place for this to happen, and indeed ninth-century Rome, where
the Dialogues was made, was the crucible." There were, of course, Greek monasteries in
Rome in the eighth and ninth centuries; and, as Guglielmo Cavallo has shown, it is in late
eighth- and ninth-century manuscripts written in these monasteries that we first find
scribes writing in Greek but grafting in Latin letters." The intrusion of Latin decorative
forms seen in the Vatican Dialogues also began a trend, charted by John Osborne, of Greek
manuscripts written in Rome with ornamental initial^.^^ The combined evidence of the
Paris Gregory and the Vatican Dialogues leads to the almost inescapable conclusion that
Latin initial forms reached the Byzantine East through the intermediary of Italo-Greek
manuscripts.
When this happened is relatively easy to chart. Table 1 shows all dated Greek books
produced in the ninth century that contain decoration beyond the most rudimentary
scribal enlarged letters or division bars. After the Dialogues (Vat. gr. 1666), the next manuscript is dated 86112: all of the Greek books with decoration produced in the eastern
Mediterranean postdate 850. MTe may reasonably conclude that books with decorated initial letters traveled east across the Mediterranean, from Rome to Constantinople, toward the middle of the ninth century The Sinai manuscript (row 2), a lectionary perhaps
produced in Palestine," and Meteora 591 (row 3 ) , a manuscript of the sermons of John

iVbid., 36-38. The position of the hand, palm facing outward, differs from the position of the Hand of God
(palm facing inward) in the miniatures, and is one indication that different teams were responsible for each,
with different sources of inspiration.
" For a good recent discussion, with full bibliography see J. Osborne, "The Use of Painted Initials by Greek
and Latin Scriptoria in Carolingian Rome," Gestu 29.1 (1990): 76-85, at 77-80.
" Ibid.; G. Cavallo, "Interazione tra scrittura greca e scrittura latina a Roma tra \.'I11 e IX secolo," in E Cockshaw, M.-C. Garand, and El Jodogne, eds., Miscellanea Codicologica F 11/1(1saiDicata (Ghent, 1979), 1:23-29; and
in general A. Guillou, "Rome, centre transit des produits de luxe d'orient au haut Moyen Age," Zograf 10
(1979): 17-21.
" Guillou, "Rome," and more generally M.Gigante, "La civiltk letteraria," in G. Cavallo et al., eds., I Bizantini i n Italia (Milan, 1982), 616-18. On Greek monasteries in Rome, see J.-M. Sansterre, Les moiizrs grecs et orirntaux a Rome a u x ipoques hjzatztine et carolingieni~e(~nilielid z ~VIe si2.cle-jirz d z ~IXe si2.clej (Brussels, 1983).
"" Osborne, "The Cse of Painted Initials in Carolingian Rome."
" Sinai. gr. 210 and NE Meg. Perg. 12: L. Politis, "Nouveaux manuscrits grecs d6couverts au Mont Sinai',
rapport preliminaire," Scriptoriunz 34 (1980): 5-17, at 10-1 1; D. Harlfinger, D. K. Reinsch, and J. A. M.Sonderkamp, Specimina Sinaitica. Die datierten griechisclzen Ha?zdschriften de.r Katharinen-Klosters a u f d e ~ nBerge Sinai, 9. his
12.J a h ~ h u ~ z d e r(Berlin,
t
1983), 13-14; l? Nicolopoulos, ed., Holy ~Vfonastelyand Alrhdiocese of Sinai. The A'eul Finds
(Athens, 1999), 144.
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Chrysostom produced in Bithynia," are both decorated only with ink rather than paint,
and neither includes ornament beyond headpieces and introductory initials. The earliest
securely dated East Roman manuscript to follow the lead of the Vatican Dialogues in its use
of painted letters is the Paris Gregory (row 4) fi-om Constantinople. T~voConstantinopolitan manuscripts that probably slightly predate Paris. gr. 5 10, the Khludov Psalter (Moscow,
Historical Museum, gr. 129) and the Sacra Parallela (Paris, Bibl. Nationale, gr. 923), include
a scattering of simple hollow-bar initials painted in single colors, and some in the latter
book have two-strand interlace fill:" these may be the first surviving responses to crossMediterranean manuscript exchange, but neither is securely dated. The Paris Gregory,
distinguished both by the number of painted letters and by its range of imported motifs,
remains the most compelling witness to the phenomenon.
It did not, however, spawn many imitators: only the Leo Bible (Vat. Reg. Gr. 1) of ca.
920 and the Paris Psalter (Paris. gr. 139) of ca. 960 contain initials that significantly resemble those in the Paris Gregory, and the heyday of Byzantine painted initials awaited the
eleventh and twelfth ~ e n t u r i e s .After
ca. 880, many Byzantine manuscripts incorporated
~'
painted initial letters, but without the precise Latin analogues found in Paris. gr. 510.
While the indirect effect of Latin books suggested the inclusion of painted letters and, in
the end, changed the face of Byzantine manuscripts, direct western impact was a shortlived phenomenon; it seems to have been confined to court circles and was restricted to a
trio of manuscripts that are closely interconnected in other ways as ~ e l l . ~ W h ithis
l e might
seem, for once, to reveal international shared court \7alues, the source of the Latin impact
was neither the Carolingian nor the papal court, but rather, as we have seen, Greek monastic scriptoria in Rome. It was only in the tenth century that motifs associated with earlier
Carolingian court manuscripts began to influence Byzantine illuminators, and even then
it was a brief phenomenon, limited to a handful of m a n ~ s c r i p t s . ~ ~
The Byzantines were also selective about which motifs they borrowed, and how these
were displayed. Comparison of the Roman Dialogurs manuscript of ca. 800 (Fig. 9) with
the far more restrained use of painted letters in the Constantinopolitan Paris Gregory of
ca. 880 (Figs. 5, 7, 8) reveals essential differences. I n the former, the initial displaces text
and sprawls across the page; in the latter, the initial forms part of a hierarchy of ornament
that is carefully used to clarify the structure of the text. This hierarchy m7asdeveloped in
"q.Hutter, "Scriptoria in Bithynia," in C. Mango and G. Dagron, eds., Constantinople and Its Hinterland
(Aldershot, 1995), 379-96, at 381-82; Brubaker, "Greek Manuscript Decoration," 516-23.
" For the date of the Khludov Psalter, see Corrigan, Viszlal Polemics, 124-34; I am indebted for information
about its painted initials to Maria Evangelatou. For the date and decoration of the Sacru PUT-allela,see Brubaker,
"Greek Manuscript Decoration," 524 (with earlier bibliography).
See I? Canart and S. Dufrenne, "Le Vaticailus Reginensis graecus 1 ou la province 2 Constantinople," in
G. Cavallo, G. de Gregorio, and M. Maniaci, eds., Scrittu~z,libri e testi ~zellearee provirzcicrli di Bisa~zzio,(Spoleto,
1991), 2:631-36; K. MTeitzmann,Die byzantinische Buchmale~eides 9. und 10.Jalzrhulzderts (Berlin, 1935),figs. 4748, 278-82. I thank Monsignor Canart at the Vatican and, again, Dr. Forstel in Paris for allowing ine to study
the initials in both manuscripts, most of which remain unpublished.
" The Paris Gregory was made for Basil I, on which see Brubaker, Vision and Meaning, 158-62, with comments on the relationship among the three books at 397. On Leosukellarios for whom Vat. Reg. gr. 1 was made,
see C. Mango, "The Date of cod. Vat. Kegin. Gr. 1 and the 'Macedonian Renaissance'," Acta IRNorn 4 (1969):
121-26; for the Paris Psalter and Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, see H. Buchthal, "The Exaltation of
David,"JWarb 37 (1974): 330-33.
" The so-called blue-gold group: IVeitzmann, Bjzantinisclze Buch~nalerei,7-8.
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the ninth century,70and the enlarged and decorated initial played into the new system: in
eastern manuscripts, unlike western ones, the initial is always secondary to the script, and
is of less ornamental importance than the headpieces that are used to separate discrete sections of the text.
H o ~ ~ e v epatchy
ithe influence, the introduction of painted initials to Byzantium is not
our only evidence for shared scribal or textual interests across the Mediterranean. The
Vatican Dialogues m7as,as noted above, a Greek version of a Latin text, and returns to translation, a level of cultural exchange already noted in connection with the pseudo-Dionysios
sent to Louis the Pious. Another well-known Greek example survives in two volumes now
in Paris (Bibl. Nationale, gr. 1470 and 1476), dated by colophon to 890. These contain a
series of martyr stories, some of which are copies of texts written by the future patriarch
Methodios when he was staying in a Greek monastery in Rome between 8 15 and 82 1, and
some of which are translations of Latin martyr texts.71
The urge to translate was not confined to Christian centers. At more or less the same
time as Gregory the Great's Dialogues were translated from Latin to Greek, Harun alRashid began the great 'Abbasid project of translating Greek manuscripts into Arabic."
This endeavor escalated under Harun's son, al-Ma'mfin, who opened an official translating
institution in Baghdad called the House of Wisdom (Bayt al-Hikmah)in 830.j3In the years
on either side of 800, in other words, there was a pan-Mediterranean awareness of the
written artifacts of other cultures.
This awareness extended to certain tools of the trade, for, like manuscripts, papyrus
traveled in the ninth century, though it moved along a north-south axis rather than an
east-west one. Papyrus was used for certain legal texts in Byzantium, and continued to be
shipped from Egypt at least intermittently after the Arab conquest. Justinianic law required that it be stamped with a protocol, and while Egypt was a Byzantine province this
had named the emperor and invoked Christ. This changed after the conquest, and by the
second half of the ninth century, papyrus made for 'Abbasid use named the caliph and invoked the prophet; papyrus made specifically for export, however, instead invoked the
Trinit~.'~
The transmission of initials from west to east, the importance of translations across the
Mediterranean, and the willingness to modify tools of the scribe to suit the export trade
show the strength of cultural interchange in word production in the ninth century.
Though texts are not obviously the most explicit form of cultural exchange-and in other
periods did not, in fact, participate very much at all in the system-their use in the ninth
century is significant. This use extended to the courts, as witnessed by Michael 11's gift of
the works of pseudo-Dionysios to Louis the Pious, the translation project instituted by
Harun al-Rashid, and on a more pragmatic level the stamps required by imperial law on
'O

See further Huttei-, "Scriptoria in Bithynia."

" l? Canart, "Le patriarche Mkthode de Constantinople copiste B Rome," Palaeog7-aphica Diplorrzatica et Archivistica. Studi in onore di Giulio Battelli (Rome, 1979), 1:343-53; the extensive bibliography on the manuscript is
cited in Brubaker, "Creek Manuscript Decoration," 518 n. 22; see also Table 1.
" Goodman, "The Translation of Greek Materials into Arabic," 478-79; Gutas, Greek Thought, 53-36.
'"Goodman, "The Translation of Greek Materials into Arabic," 484; Gutas, Greek Thought, 75-83.
" R. Lopez, "Mohammed and Charlemagne: A Revision," Speculunz 18 (1943): 14-38, at 23. On the distribution of papyrus during the first millennium, see further N. Lewis, Papjrus 21% Classical Antiquitj (Oxford,
1974), 84-94; and McCormick, Origins ofthe Eziropean Econor~zj,704-8.
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papyrus imported into Byzantium. But it was not restricted to the artisans and scribes
working under the kings, popes, emperors, and caliphs: parallel and interlocking interchange came through monasteries, especially those of Rome. Ti-ade in words and their ornament was not dependent on a shared aesthetic of elite culture. As always, whether an import had an impact on local production or whether it did not was entirely dependent on
the needs of the receivers, not on the wishes of the exporter; and, as with the materialization of cultural exchange, exports were adapted to suit the needs of their importers.
Turning from texts to textiles, we find many of the same patterns appearing. New uses
for imported silks, and unintended and ambivalent reactions to them, remain constant responses. Because fabric was a more visible part of daily cultural life, however, imported
materials could also play a role in the articulation of political claims and social tension that
texts rarely manage. This is nicely demonstrated by reports of the dress of the West Frankish king Charles the Bald (840-877) in contemporary sources.
The Annals of St.-Bertin, which detail aspects of the history of West Francia between
830 and 882, had a series of compilers some of whom were sufficiently interested in textiles to note their use. The compiler for 875, Hincmar of Reims, tells us that Charles the
Bald went to Rome in 875, was crowned emperor by the pope on Christmas Day, and was
back in Francia by Easter of 876; then, on 20 June 876, Charles "in a gilded robe and clad
in Frankish costume," opened the Synod of Ponthion, with "the whole interior of the buildOn 16 July, the final morning of the synod,
ing and the seats . . . covered in fine ~loths."~j
"the emperor [Charles] entered, clad in Greek fashion and wearing his crown, led by the
papal legates clad in the Roman fashion."'This fairly neutral account establishes three
modes of costume: Frankish, Greek, and Roman. The first of these recalls descriptions of
Charlemagne, "who rejected foreign clothes" and "normally wore the customary attire of
the Franks": for daily wear, a linen shirt under a silk-fringed tunic with an otter or ermine
vest in the winter; for high feasts, "clothes weaved with gold, bejewelled shoes . . . [and] a
golden, gem-encrusted cro~rn.""The second refers to Byzantine imperial dress, apparently assumed by Charles the Bald for special occasions after he had been crowned as emperor by Pope John VIII;'8 and the third-Roman costume-normally indicates Byzantine clothing as well but may in this case signal some form of papal insignia.
The Annals of Fulda cover much the same period (838-901), but from the perspective
of East Francia, where feelings ran against Charles the Bald. Its account of his clothing in
876 is somewhat different from that in the St.-Bertin annals: "King Charles returned from
Italy to Gaul and is said to have adopted new and unaccustomed modes of dress: for he
used to go to church on Sundays and feast days dressed in a dalmatic down to his ankles
and with a sword-belt girdled over it, his head wrapped in a silk veil with a diadem on
top. For, despising all the customs of the Frankish kings, he held the glories of the Greeks
to be the best, and so that he might show his overweeningness more fully he put aside the

-'M G H , ScnptRerGerm, 5 (Hanno~er,1883),s a 876, J L Nelson, The Annals of St-Bertzn, i\'zlxtk-Centuvj H L J torzes, vol 1 (Manchester, 1991), 189-90
'WMGH, ScrzptRerGenn 5 , 5 n 876, Nelson, Annals of St-Bertzrz, 194
--" Einhard, I'zta Cat011 23 MGH, ScrzptRelGelm 23, trans Dutton, Charlevzagnei Courtne~,31
7h His spectacles too Mere staged "in the style of Roman [Byzdntlne] emperoi s" see J L. Nelson, Charbr thp
Bald (London, 1992), 17, for further examples, ibid , 242-43
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name of king and ordered that he should be called emperor and augustus of all kings
on this side of the ~ea."~%s
in the St.-Bertin account, the Fulda annals describe Charles's
Greek regalia, but, unlike the former, here Greek attire counts against the emperor. Indeed, throughout the Fulda annals, Charles is described in pejorative terms normally reserved by the Franks for the Byzantines themselves. I n the accounts of 875 and 876 alone,
he is described as a tyrant, crooked, fearful, greedy, goaded by avarice, treacherous, cow7ardly, and as proceeding with his customary trickery-all terms also applied by Carolingian authors to the Byzantines." Just as ninth-century Byzantine historians tarred their
antagonists by comparing them with the S a r a c e n ~ ,so
~ ' the East Frankish annalist smeared
Charles by comparing him with the Greeks. What is interesting, in this context, is that reporting an imported clothing style was considered an appropriate vehicle for conveying
this di~approval.~'
Imported Byzantine textiles, normally silk, were prized in western Europe. If we assume that Charles's garments were made fi-om imported fabric-and the veil at least must
have been, for silk was not produced in Francia-the purpose to which these had been put
overrode the value of the material in the mind of the author of the Annals of Fulda. The
foreignness of the import could rebound two ways: it could com7eyprestige and exclusivity, but it could also, as here, be used to condemn by analogy. Both require familiarity, and
for silk-as for texts-that was no problem: though sericulture was not practiced in the
Christian West before the tenth century, silk was imported from Byzantium, the Islamic
East, or, from the eighth century onward, Islamic Spain. And, as with Egyptian papyrus,
silks produced for exchange and export were not always identical to those kept at home.
Great quantities of eighth- and ninth-century silks remain in the West, and many preserved patterns find documentary parallels in the Roman Book of the Popes, the Liber Pontificalis. The great majority of these silks are eastern-only one group is possibly Spanishs3-and many are specified as Byzantine. Before 772, silk is mentioned in the Liber
Pont$calis only three times. Then, under Hadrian I (772-795), the number of silks reported picks u p dramatically: more than one thousand are recorded as gifts to various
churches in and around R ~ m e . ~ W
f
One
these,
however, only two are 1-epresentati~nal.~~
' W G H , ScrzfitRerGerm 7 (Hannover, 1891), s.n. 876; T Reuter, The Annals of Fuldcl, ~\~inth-CentnrjHistories
(Manchester, 1992), 2:59.
'"MGH, ScripRerGe~.m7, s.a. 875-876; Reuter, Anlzals of Fztldn, 76-82. On Carolingian terms for the Byzantines, see further IYickham, "Ninth-Century Byzantium through I\'estern Eyes."
" E.g., Theophanes on "the Saracen-minded Leo [III]": Theophatzis Ch~.onogrnphicc,ed. C . de Boor (Leipzig,
1883-85), 405; C. Mango and R. Scott, eds., The Chrolzicle of Theophnnes Confessol; BjzccntincclndlVea~.Ea,stelnHistory .in 284-813 (Oxford, 1997), 560.
"This pattern is also found in late antique sources: see M. Harlow, "Clothes Maketh the Man," in L.
Brubaker and J. Smith, eds., Gelzd~rin Earlj Medieval Societies 300-900 (Cambridge, 2004), 44-69.
'""Fourteen Spanish veils with silver" are recorded in the Liher Po'orzt$calis as gifts from Pope Gregory IV to
St. Mark's in 829131 but the fabric tj-pe is not specified: ed. Duchesne 2: 73; trans. Davis, Lives of the I\TinthCentulj Popes, 34. On the early silk industry in Islamic Spain, see 0 . R. Constable, E.ade and E n d e n in ~Ll~lz~slirn
Spain: Tllr Comn~ercialRealignmetzt of the Ibe~.ianPeninsula, 900-1500 (Cambridge, 1994), 173-8 1, esp. 177-78;
and in general F. Max Silk Textiles ofspain, Eighth to Fifteet~thC ~ n t u r y(New York, 1957).
" See McCormick, Origins, table 24.1.
'"One showed Christ's Passion and Resurrection; the other the Annunciation (identified as chentismon, a
Latin transliteration of its Greek name), the Nativity, and the Presentation. 'l'hough the latter is not identified
as silk, the use of the Greek title suggests that it was a Byzantine work. Both were donated in 79314. Duchesne
Popes, 180-8 1.
2:2; Davis, Lives of the LVi~zth-Ce~ztu~y
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of these showed the Nativity, and the well-known Byzantine silk still preserved in the Vatican, dated to around the year 800, suggests how this may have looked (Fig. 10).XWnder
the next pope, Leo I11 (795-816), there are more than seven hundred donations of silks
recorded; and nearly three dozen of them are described as portraying animals or scenes
from the life of Christ.87One, for example, showed "wheels" of silk (presumably medallions, as seen on the Vatican Nativity silk) depicting the Annunciation, Nativity, Passion,
and Resurrection. The Nativity fragment is still matched by another that shows the Annunciation, and the pair presumably resembles the multiscene silks described in the Liber
Pontificalis. These particular silks are of extremely high quality, and, because they are
among the few silks to have been chemically analyzed, we can identify the dyes used, which
include the very expensive kermes (cochineal red) and murex-purple, the use of which was
restricted to the imperial workshops in Con~tantinople.'~
After Leo's death in 8 16, and on up through the middle of the ninth century, the number of representational silks drops off again markedly. The great majority of figured silks
recorded in the Liber Pontificalis before ca. 850 thus date to the papacy of Leo 111; nearly
three-quarters of them appear in the donation lists of 798-800 and 812-814."" While the
compilers of the Liber Pontzficalis had distinct reportorial styles, and some may simply have
ignored papal gifts of silk, the pattern is nonetheless striking and appears to reflect large
acquisitions of eastern silks in the years immediately preceding 798 and 812. The figured
silks, with Christian subject matter, almost certainly came from Byzantium, and the two
dates in question fall into the period when Iconoclasm (ca. 730-787, 815-843) was temporarily suspended. We know from other sources that the silk industry in Constantinople
continued during Iconoclasm," and the evidence of the Liber Pontzjicalis suggests that soon
after the temporary suspension of the image ban in 787 old patterns were revived (or new
ones were developed) to satisfy a demand for silks like the Vatican Nativity, with religious
subject matter. Whatever the case, the silks still preserved in the Vatican collections, and
others spread across Europe, conclusively demonstrate that Byzantine textiles were exported to the West throughout the eighth and ninth c e n t u i - i e ~ . ~ ~
Outside Rome, too, there was a great demand for silk textiles-or, at least, considerable care was taken to record transactions in prestige silk. In 1935 ~ t i e n n eSabbe catalogued hundreds of references to eastern and Spanish silk in ninth- and tenth-century
documents from western Europe. Byzantine silk, for example, was sent by Emperor Constantine V to the Frankish king Pepin in 757 (Pepin in turn donated it to the church at
*%. Martiniani-Reber, "Nouveau regard sur les soieries de l'annonciation et de la nativitC du Sancta Sanctorum," CIETA 63-64 (1986): 12-21; A. Muthesius, Bjzarrtine Silk Weaving .AD 400 to A D 1200 (Vienna, 1997),
67, 175; A. Starensier, "An Art Historical Study of the Byzantine Silk Industry" (P11.D. diss., Columbia University, 1982), 57 1-76.
*' Listed in tabular form in L. Brubaker and J. Haldon, Bjzuntium in the Ico~zoclastE m (ca. 680-850): The
Sources, Birmingham Byzantine and Ottoman Monographs 7 (Aldershot, 2001), 104-7; see also McCormick,
Origins, 719-28, who independently made some of the same points.
X Y References in note 86 above.
8"ee Brubaker and Haldon, Bjzantium in the Iconoclast Em, 108.
" Ibid., 81-82.
" E. Sabbe, "L'importation des tissus orientaux en Europe occidentale au haut moyen age (IXe et Xe
si?cles),"RBPH 14 (1935): 81 1-48, 1261-88; D. Jacoby, "Silk Crosses the hlediterranean," in G. Airaldi, ed., Le
vie del i\leditenrrneo. Idee, ztomini, oggetti (secoli XI-XVI) (Genoa, 1997), 35-7 9; reps. in D. Jacoby, Byzantiunz, Lati11
Romania and the 1Weclitermnean (Aldershot, 2001), no. 10.
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Mozac in 764 for use as a relic shroud);" Theodulf of OrlCans acquired Arab silk at Arles
and used it as interleaf fill in his precious Bible, written on murex-purple stained parchment, where it is still preserved;" Louis the Pious gave silk from Spain (stragulum hispanicum) to the abbey of St.-Wandrille in Fontanelle sometime between 823 and 833.94Pieces
of the so-called Samson silk (Fig. 11) were found at seven sites in Europe, four of them so
closely associated with ninth-century manuscripts or relic translations that the fabric can
be dated to the years around 800 with some assurance.""
Silk also traveled between Spain and the East, between the eastern courts of Constantinople and Baghdad, and from both of those courts outward in diplomatic circles. It is often, in fact, difficult to tell where a piece of silk came from: some examples, such as the socalled Sasanian hunters of ca. 800 that was found in the reliquary of St.-Calais when it was
opened in 1943 (Fig. 121, "look" Abbasid, but technical analysis assures an origin in Byzant i ~ m . Other
" ~ silks, seemingly identical, are distinguished only by a variation in their border ornament: crosses (evidently for Christian use) or invocations to Allah (evidently for
Islamic ownership)." Whether these were made in one place but for different audiences,
or whether cartoons for the patterns were carried from one shop to another, is unclear.
Both practices find parallels: cartoons for weaving patterns still survive from Egypt,98and,
like the papyri discussed earlier, ceremonial cloths manufactured in, especially, the fabric
factories of Marw, in northern Persia, produced fabrics (usually a combination of cotton
and silk) embroidered with an Islamic inscription and caliphal name if they were destined
for local use, and with an invocation to the Trinity if they were to be exported to the Christian world." In any event, contrary to what Byzantinists sometimes assume, silk was sold
and traded widely outside imperial circles.'00Exchange and interchange of prestige silk
were widespread.
q' R. de Micheaux, "Le tissu dit de Mozac, fragment du suaire de Saint-hustremoine (8Pme sikcle)," CIETA
17 (1963): 14-20; Starensier, "Byzantine Silk Industry," 146-47; Muthesius, Byzantine Silk Weaving, 68-69. For
the date, see L. Duchesne, "Sur la translation de S. ,4ustremoine," A B 24 (1905): 106-14.
" M . Viseux, "Les tissus de la Bible de Theodulf," CIETA 71 (1993): 19-25; R. Pfister, "Les tissus orientaux
de la Bible de Theodulf," in Coptic Studies in Honour of W E . Cruwz (Boston, 1950), 501-29; Sabbe, "L'importation des tissus orientaux," 816.
" Sabbe, "L'importation des tissus orientaux," 82 1.
" Starensier, "Byzantine Silk Industry," 561-64; R4uthesius, Byzantine Silk Weavi~zg,67-68.
" G. Vial, "Le suaire de Saint Calais," CIETA 20 (1964): 27-39; Starensier, "Byzantine Silk Industry" 35456; Muthesius, Byzantine Silk V4'en?jing,69-7 1. For further discussion of the relationship between Byzantine and
Islamic technique, with additional bibliography, see J. Shepard, "Silks, Skills and Opportunities in Byzantium:
Some Reflexions," BIWGS 21 (1997): 246-37, esp. 233-34.
"5 Starensie~;"Byzantine Silk Industry," 345.
"%.Stauffer, "Cartoons for I\~eaversfrom Graeco-Roman Egypt," in D. M. Bailey ed., A~chaeologicalR P search in Rot~laizEgypt, Journal of Ronzan Archaeology suppl. sei-. 19 (Ann Arbor, 1996), 223-30; I thank Mary Harlow for this reference. See further A. Stauffer, "Une soierie 'aux Amazones' au Musee Gustav Liibcke i Hamm:
propos de la diffusion des cartons pour la production des soies figurCes aux VIIeIXe sikcles," CIETA 70
(1992): 43-52.
"" Lopez, "Mohammed and Charlemagne," 23.
""' See Jacoby, "Silk Crosses the Mediterranean"; idem, "Italian Privileges and Trade in Byzantium before
the Fourth Crusade: 4 Reconsideration," Anuario de estudios medievales 24 (1994): 349-69; repr. in idem, Eade,
Co~~zmodities
and ShiMing iiz the 1Vedieval Mediterranean (Aldershot, 1997), no. 2; idem, "Silk in Western Byzantiunl before the Fourth Crusade," BZ 84-85 (1991-92): 4.52-500; repr. in idem, Trade, Commodities and Shipping
ilz the Medieval 12/leditennnean, no. 7. Luxury exchange, especially of silk, provided the rare exception to the
breakdown of large-scale trans-Mediterranean exchange in the 8th century: see C. J. IVickham, "Overview:
Production, Distribution and Demand 11," in I. Hansen and C. IYickham, eds., The Long Eighth Century (Leiden, 2000), 345-77, esp. 369-71.
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Silk textiles woven with patterns (as opposed to raw or unembellished silk) traveled so
widely and, often, with such attention to their movements, because of the high material
value of the worked fabric. This was based, in part, on actual costings: the level of technical skill, the specialized machinery necessary to weave complex patterns, the time it took
to do so, and the rare dyes often used were all extremely e x p e n s i ~ e . 'The
~ ' material value
of silk was further enhanced by manipulation of the cultural value of prestige silks, which
was elevated by formal restrictions on its exchange.
Silks passed between the eastern courts at Constantinople and Baghdad engaged inor were described as engaging in-complicated games of one-upmanship.IO'How silk was
redefined when it arrived in the West is more difficult to say. Silk was used for specialized
clothing-from imperial ceremonial attire to bridal kerchiefs-and for curtains and wall
coverings in the West and in the Byzantine and lslamic Ea~t.'~"ings, emperors, and
caliphs alike used silk in various diplomatic mane~vei-s.'~Two
features do, however, seem
to distinguish western from eastern use: the association of silk with the dead of western
Europe, as a shroud for important people or for relics; and the use of silk to line or protect the pages of Latin religious books. The so-called Aachen charioteer silk of ca. 800 (Fig.
13), for example, was recovered from the tomb of Charlemagne, though it is not certain
when it was placed there,I0%nd the famous Dioskouroi silk, also of ca. 800 (Fig. 14), was
found wrapped around the remains of St. Servatius of Maastricht.IoVepin, as we have
seen, sent silk to Mozac for relic enhancement, and the 836 Council at Aachen requested
faithful Christians to donate silk to churches for, apparently, this same
The silk
used by Theodulf to protect his Bible, donated by him to Notre Dame du Puy-en-Velay,has
already been mentioned, as has the association of pieces of the Samson silk with ninthcentury (Latin) books.'08

l o ' Good discussion in Jacoby, "Silk in \Vestern Byzantium"; for looms, see J. Flanagan, "The Origin of the
Drawloom Used in the Making of Early Byzantine Silks," Burlington 121agazine 35 (1919): 167-72; and in general, Muthesius, Byzantine Silk Weaving, esp. 5-33.
lo' Grabar, "The Shared Culture of Objects"; Soucek, "Byzantium and the Islamic East"; Hoffman, "Pathways and Portability" esp. 25-38; and in general R. Serjeant, Islamic Extiles. 1Vaterial for u History up to the Mo~zgo1 Conquest (Beirut, 1972).
l('Vor discussion of the use of silk see, e.g., S. Goitein, A 121editerranearz Society: The Jewish Co71zmunitiesof'the
Arab World as Port~.ayedin the Documents of the Cairo Geniza, vol. 1, Econonzic Foundutions (Berkeley, 1967),46,8490, 101-3; A. Muthesius, "The Impact of the Mediterranean Silk Trade on the IVest before 1200 A.D.," in E X tiles in 3-ade, Textile Society of America, Biennial Symposium (iVashington, D.C., 1990), 126-33; repr. in eadem, Stztdies in Byzantine and Islanzic Silk Weauiv~g(London, 1995), 133-45; Starensier, "Byzantine Silk Industry" 183-2 13; Sabbe, "L'importation des tissus orientaux."
l(" See, e.g., M. Hendy Studies i n the Byzanti~zeMonetaly E C O ~ O T
C.I 300-1450
ZJ
(Cambridge, 1985), 268-69,
307-8; A. Muthesius, "Silken Diplomacy,'' in J. Shepard and S. Franklin, eds., Byzantine Diplonzacy (Aldershot,
1992), 235-48; repr. in eadem, Studies in Byzantine and Islamic Silk Weaving (London, 1993), 165-72.
loWescription,with bibliography, in Muthesius, Byzantine Silk Weaz~ing,173; discussion in Brubaker and
Haldon, Byzantium in the Iconoclast E m , 93-94. For other examples, see Sabbe, "L'importation des tissus orientaux," 825.
lu%Muthesius, Byzantine Silk Weauing, 175-76; H . Granger-Taylor, in D. Buckton, ed., Eyzanti?im: Peasroas of
Byzantine Art and Culturefrom British Collections (London, 1994), 123-24, both with extensive bibliograpkij:
lo' Discussion in Sabbe, "L'importation des tissus orientaux," 817; other examples at, e.g., 823,830,838. See
further M. Martiniani-Reber, "La r6le des ktoffes dans le culte des reliques au moyen gge," CIETA 70 (1992):
33-58.
lox
For another example, see Sabbe, "L'importation des tissus orientaux," 817; for a partial catalogue of'silks
associated with books, with discussion, see Muthesius, Byzantine Silk Weauing, 127-32.
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It is because imported silks m7ereused as relic shrouds that so many of them have been
preserved in the church treasures of Europe.lOTheproblem is, of course, that the church
treasures of Byzantium no longer survive, so it is very hard to tell whether they served as
repositories for silk in the same way, or to the same extent, as did western church treasures. The Byzantine cemetery excavations that have been published are mostly from sites
dated before the seventh century; those from later sites only occasionally list silk among
the grave-goods found,"O and no high-status Byzantine sarcophagi have been discovered
with surviving remains. The important relic of the Virgin's robe was apparently wrapped
in silk,"' which suggests that the practice may have been followed in Byzantium. All the
same, there is little other documentary evidence for Byzantine use of silk to encase relics
or important corpses. Nor does silk seem to have been associated with sacred books in the
Christian East. And, whatever the case in Byzantium, what we see in the West is the deliberate use of imported silk to enhance the status of the dead and of holy words: the exotic
import was used to convey sacral character,
The results of cultural exchange that have dominated this article are twofold: response
to an import itself, and the impact of an import on local production. The import acquires
new meaning within a specific cultural network, and its impact on local production works
within that same frame. Moving an object into a different cultural grid changes its meaning. The newTcontext imposes its own set of rules; and, beyond this, the imported object
can have significance and value-either positive or negative, as we have seen-as an import, precisely because it is rare, exotic, and foreign. The eighth-century entries in the
Liber Pontzficalis distinguish between the (relatively common) "purple cloth" and the (relatively rare) "gold-studded cloth of Byzantine purple" in their listings of the prized gifts
given to the churches of Rome by the popes, to demonstrate the cultural value of the latter. At the same time, the Carolingian chroniclers distinguish between Frankish and foreign dress, but now sometimes seek to display the decadence of the import. The silks encasing relics responded to and reinforced their sanctity; the rarity-value of exotics like Abii
'1-'Abbas the elephant or Constantine's chrysobull u7eremanipulated to express the status
of the recipient.
The impact of an import on local production is equally multivalent and ambiguous. In
terms of the materialization of cultural exchange, comparison of Theodulf's mosaic at
Germigny-des-Prks and the miniature in the Pantokrator Psalter demonstrates how different attitudes toward the visual can result in radically different responses to the same
stimulus. The Byzantine response to painted initial letters u7asperhaps less extrerne, but
"I" Sabbe, "Cimportation des tissus orientaux"; Martiniani-Reber, "La role des Ctoffes dans le culte des reliques"; Muthesius, Byzantine Silk blkaving, 119-39.
' l o The largest collections have come, not surprisingly from Egypt-e.g.,
the so-called Antinoe and Achmim
silks-but others have been found in Syria (e.g., 3d-century sites at Dura Europos and Palmyra, a probably
7th-century site at Halabiyeh) and in the Negev: see Muthesius, Bjzantine Silk Weaving, 66, 81-82 for discussion and bibliography For an early1 0th-c. example see L.-A. Hunt, "For the Salvation of a 14~oman'sSoul: An
Icon of St. Michael Described within a Medieval Coptic Context," in Icon a~zdWord: The Poule~oflmages in Byza~zt i u ~ ned.
, A. Eastmond and L. James (Aldershot, 2003), 203-32.
' I 1 X text recounting events of 619120, usually attributed to Theodore Synkellos, describes the Virgin's robe
as wrapped in imperial purple suffused with myrrh: see A. Cameron, "The Virgin's Robe: iln Episode in the
History of Early Seventh-Century Constantinople," Byzantion 49 (1979): 42-56, at 52-53; repr. in eadem, Continuity and Clzang~in Sixth-C~ntuqByzantiurn (London, 1981), no. 17.
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equally distinct. The decorated initial moved east in response to, or as part of, a rise in
book culture that is also evident in the introduction of new minuscule scripts in both
the Carolingian West and the Byzantine East,"' and in the translation movements mentioned earlier that occurred across the Mediterranean world in the late eighth and ninth
centuries. But in Byzantium, the rather chaotic, and sometimes monumental, western
painted initial was tamed, reduced in size, and put to use organizing documents, presaging what Paul Lemerle called the encyclopedist mo~~ement-theurge to classify and organize texts-of the tenth century by several decades."'
We do not have many examples like Henry 111's cultural reframing of Constantine IX's
chrysobull, but all of the artifacts I have considered show the way that features of klite material culture were understood differently at their point of arrival from how they m7ereat
their point of departure. The particular cultural interpretations of klite goods were dependent on fairly small and conscripted groups of people, and although these groups may
sometimes have shared beliefs, they did not always. Rulers wished to send out the prestige
objects of their own culture in order to show off their wealth and political status, but they
could not ever control how these objects were understood and (&)used by their recipients.
However global the klite culture across the Mediterranean pretended to be-and often
was-prestige objects that move end up by telling us about two sets of cultural representations, not just one.
University of Birmingham, Edgbaston
11' On the posslble relat~onship
between these parallel developments, see C. Mango, "L'origlne de la minuscule," in La paleographze glecqlie et Djzantzne, Colloques internationaux du Centre h ational de la Recherche
Scientifique 559 (Paris, 1977), 1'73-80.
11' l? Lemerle, Bjzantzne Hztman~sm,the A ~ c P
t k a s ~~\'ot~sccnd R e m a ~ k sorz Educcrtto11and Cultzi~e211 Byznntl~inz
fiom Its O~tgznsto the 10th C ~ n t t c ~ByzAus
y,
3 , trans. H. Llndsa! and A. Moffatt (Cdnberra, 1986), 309-46; re\.
h z i n ~ a ~ ~ zh~zantzn
v~ze
votes et ~ e m a r q u e5 z~r r ~nsrzgne~nent
~t C I C ~ ~ U CII PBqzunre dec o~igz~zes
a21 Xe
ed. of idem, Lep~errzze~
szecle, Biblioth6que byzantine, ~ t u d e 6
s (Paris, 1971).

